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Protecting valuable business data files from infections and theft or loss is a top priority of IT departments. ESET File
Security for Microsoft Windows Server provides maximum security and ease of management while preserving server
uptime and availability. This product delivers one of the industry’s best combinations of fast scanning speed, high
accuracy malware detection and an unobtrusive system footprint.
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The ESET advanced heuristics scanning engine, ThreatSense®, identifies and stops newly released malware by
analyzing their behavior, keeping your business safe even before new signatures are available. ESET File Security for
Microsoft Windows Server’s real-time on-access scanner protects system memory, running processes and files from
malware attacks. Launching on-demand or scheduled scans keeps all your server’s hard drives free of malware. ESET
File Security for Microsoft Windows Server’s automatic updates keep your Windows Server running safely and smoothly
with regular virus signature databases, heuristics rules and program components.
ESET File Security for Microsoft Windows Server is fast, effective and easy to manage using the eShell command-line
interface or ESET Remote Administrator. It keeps your Windows server free of malware and your business running fast.

Key BENEFITS
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Protection from the unknown

Delivers award-winning ThreatSense® technology, providing highly sophisticated proactive protection and
improved malware cleaning. Advanced heuristic algorithms ensure precise detection of malware, without
taxing system resources.

Time-tested performance

Business clients can rely on ESET’s established track record of performance and reliability as recognized
by independent testing organizations, such as the VB100 and AV-Comparatives. ESET leads the industry
in the overall number of VB100 awards, having received its first one in 1998. The prestigious AV-Comparatives
tests regularly rank ESET solutions in the highest category (Advanced+) for overall performance and
detection capabilities, with low false positives.

Easy installation and administration

Configuration, administration and license management are provided through an intuitive and user-friendly
interface. The system can be configured to notify specific users in the event of a detected infiltration.
For administrators of large computer networks, the system supports ESET Remote Administrator for
easy deployment and management.

Comprehensive reporting

Stay current on your network’s security status with detailed scan logs, protection status and pertinent
notifications for each machine.

Keeps your system running fast

Engineered to run fast and light, ESET File Security for Microsoft Windows Server consumes only a small
fraction of system resources. Like all ESET Endpoint Solutions, it works smoothly and quietly in the
background, allowing the server to effectively allocate system resources to vital tasks.
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Key FEATURES
Comprehensive protection

Quickly and accurately detects viruses, malware, spyware, rootkits, worms and Trojans on physical and
virtual servers. Cross-platform protection detects and eliminates malware targeting Windows, OS X® and
Linux™ operating systems.

Compliance support

Removable media scanning and blocking, combined with detailed logging and reporting, reduces data
leakage risks and improves your business’s compliance posture.

Intelligent server configurations

Recognizes server software such as Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft IIS and server roles. Automatically
applies rules to exclude critical server files like data stores and paging files, from on-access scanning for
increased performance and server stability.

Centralized management

Centralized administration, through ESET Remote Administrator, provides a single management console to
deploy, manage, update and report on all instances of your ESET File Security for Microsoft Windows Server
and your entire network of multiple-platform endpoints, minimizing operational overhead.

Server Core support

Full-featured command line interface, eSHELL simplifies management of ESET File Security on individual
Server Core systems when a graphical user interface is not available.

Self-defense

Self-defense feature prevents malware and unauthorized users from disabling and weakening the security
of the system.

Effective system tools

Built-in advanced troubleshooting tools, ESET SysInspector®, for system diagnostics, and ESET SysRescue®,
for creating a bootable rescue CD, help your IT team zero in on problems and restore server operations.

Microsoft Windows Server 2000, 2003 (32 & 64 bit),
2008 (32 & 64 bit), 2008 R2
Microsoft Small Business Server 2003, 2008, 2011, 2012
Processors architecture

Intel® or AMD x86/x64

Virtual environments
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